DAE MO NIM's words from 28th April 2012

"Good morning, everyone. The weather is so nice. Before, among several things, during the Azalea
Festival (AzF), I wondered/worried if the Azaleas could bloom or not. But, due to the love and care of
God/TPs, they all bloomed. Recently, TF and TM are counting the days until the AzF; the flowers are
blooming; and on the way to the Palace the cherry blossoms are opening. TPs stopped and took pictures,
TPs said it was very good, because many flowers are blooming. TPs called me to the Palace, and wanted
to give many blessings, they gave 3 bags of TPs things. I received the 3 bags yesterday. They will be given
out through a lottery.
Last night, Rev. Choi talked about the AzF and explained it very well. For Special Great Works (SGW) I
have been making sincere prayer conditions. I hope the central evil spirits (ES) can be removed from
you. Because the number of Absolute Good Spirits (AGS) is not many, so I had to make many
conditions. But there are more now, and in the 4 Special Great Works workshops (each year) there is a
little rest for me. But I still have to make many conditions and offer prayer. Generally, ES can be removed,
but the central ES needs removing. I had to think about it.
One SGW (last one) was for the bronchial tubes, or for women who cannot give birth. You may say "my
bronchial tubes are good, so the SGW is not that important for me." But you should not think that way,
because there are other ES that can also be removed. Also, your children may have some problem/s, or
some problems in the future, or in the present that you don't know about.
People who come with many spiritual problems; and I see many people who have cancer now, and some
people who don't have it now, but in whom it will appear later. I see it in your posture, in your muscles, etc.
I see your spiritual content and I can see your cancer. It has not appeared externally yet, but in time it will, it
will come out. In time, due to carelessness, if you don't take good care of your body, that cancer can grow
and become a problem. All the people of the church I can see, they all have this possibility in the future, of
cancer. Also, your bronchial tubes. And mentally disabled members, and members with cancer I am
counseling every week.
Every one of you has mental problems now, later can be passed on to your child, perhaps autism, or down
syndrome. The problem will become bigger and bigger. This is hereditary disease. By attending SGW we
have to remove all of these. Many people have mentally challenging problems, and cancer.
When I talk with the spirits causing that, and ask them "why do you come to be in this person's body"? The
very first thing they say to me is: I come to kill them, to give them disease, and lead them to death. I want to
kill them by telling (making?) them to become a crazy person. If a member knows this, some members
know this, some members don't.
When we have SGW, you don't know about this background. You think you know, but I think you don't
know so well. If you understand this situation, then you have to work hard. Do chanyang, make wish papers,
etc. Do well. If you don't know well, then AGS will come to you and help you remove Evil Spirits. Evil Spirits
causing mental problems can be removed.
Yesterday I visited the mental department at the hospital. When I see those patients, I hope that they won't
leave too soon. If not at our hospital, those problems cannot be resolved. The child will have autism or be a
down syndrome child. As the problem goes down the descendants, it becomes bigger. Lung cancer is very
dangerous. Stomach cancer, if the cause is physical it can be dealt with ok, but if it is caused spiritually by
ancestors, later it can become lung cancer and cannot be fixed. Cancer on the spine can even come from it.
You must exercise and eat well. One person came with breast cancer. This can go to the liver or the lung.
Also to the lymph nodes. Exercise well and work hard. Walk well, do arm exercise well, and eat well.
Some people, they come again to see me. If they listened well to me, then they improved. If they listened
well to me, not so much. If you walk well, your intestines are moving, If you walk slowly, your blood is
blocked, if you go fast, the blood vessels won't be tired, and no calcium will be made. Exercise well and do
chanyang. Cancer happens often by inflammation. Walk well, eat well, etc. in a good way. If you think: I
am a patient so I must lie down and rest, and take it easy, it is not good. If you have one disease, it will lead
to other diseases, etc. If you catch a cold often, then you take medicine,and you recover, then you catch
cold again, then you can recover again. But you should be thinking: why do I so easily catch cold? There is

some problem in your arm, etc. Then sit down. You need to think. Pain, etc. Diseases come by some
signal. Don't just think: my arm is painful. You have to work. Your hand is a medical tool. Massage your
body and come for chanyang. If you do chanyang, the pain can become better, and be relieved. If you
wake up in the morning, and can't see too well, you have to think: my eyes are a problem, and you need to
do eye exercises. There is information on the internet, and in books. You need to exercise.
For cancer patients, there is first counseling; if through inflammation, you should stay 5, 10, or 30 days, if it
goes to cancer. By... inflammation, cancer becomes bigger. If inflammation is sound, cancer can be well.
Before you do an operation, you need to make your physical body well. Before an operation, be healthy
with good food, exercise, etc. Take nutrition supplements. If the size of the inflammation around cancer, the
problem of recurrence becomes higher. With medicines it is hard to remove inflammation. But with your
hands, and with angels, it is easy to remove inflammation. Usually doctors only see the cancer "mass."
Even when they operate, they cut a larger portion around the cancer. If the intestine is severed, etc. we
can't always become healthy. The AzF can remove inflammation. Only God/good spirits/Absolute Good
Spirits know. They know better than we do.
In chanyang session, when we try and remove Evil Spirits, they say: "I am almost finished with my goal!
Why do you take me out?!" I call to an angel, and say please take this Evil Spirits out. When you register
for the 2-day workshop, the list comes to me in my room, and I see those who have registered. If you only
come to chanyang, without registering, I cannot take care of you well. If you register then I can help you a
lot. I call the AGS, as I look at the list, and ask them to do this or that for the members. If you don't come for
a 2-day or 40-day workshop, you can die later, or have a bad accident, but by coming to a workshop, they
are helped. So, I feel very appreciative to the AGS, and to the angels. And I feel so thankful to God/TPs.
I met one member at some place, and they had pain, and I asked them to come to CP, and they told me "I
will come to CP." Then I saw that person sitting on the central path. DMN often goes to the front row, but
this time she came to the last row and separated ES. If the central ES is removed then there will be no pain.
There are many cancer and mentally challenged persons. By seeing you, all of us need treatment. Other
parts will be taken care of. These two points are the central points: cancer and mentally challenged people.
Also, for men, there is prostate cancer. If the prostate is not good, spirit world "experts" will be coming to
help with this problem during this AzF, SGW. This time, the cancer on the prostate gland can be removed.
Also on the tail bone, and below the belly button. For women, they should hit there for their womb.
Can you see such a thing in any other religion? Only TPs can do such works as this. Please come to the
AzF. The burning ceremony and wish papers will also be prepared. To erase the memory of the past sin.
Those with the blessing, those who came to last year's AzF, they will receive benefit. Those ancestors who
came after the last AzF their memories can be helped. Those of you who come, your problems will be
removed. Hoon Mo Nim, her eyes are bad, and she can't see well because she is making so many
conditions. Many members have spiritually-caused problems. Also leg pains. Some families have many
problems. Bring those people to CP and with the SGW G/TPs, the almighty grace of God can help.
2013.1.13 TPs are making so many conditions. If you bring new people, the works can be done even for
them. G/TPs are doing such works. 10-day people, hospital people, if you work hard your situation can be
improved.
Those in the mental ward, please make your physical body healthy. We need to be families moving
heavenly fortune. Happiness is at our door. TPs have great blessing to give. To receive it, please do
witnessing activities. There will be another blessing at the SGW. Please find one person and one
family. Be filial before TPs. TPs always try and give blessing. Please live with heavenly blessing and
fortune. I will close here. Thank you very much."
God bless, itn, David Carlson

